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Welcome to Silverton!

Welcome to the 9th annual San Juan Mining and Reclamation Conference and the 3rd Annual Innovation Expo.
The events have been combined this year as they were both scheduled to be in Silverton. The events will focus
on Changing Approaches in both mining and reclamation. Some of these changes are happening organically,
some are planned locally, and some come from external sources outside of local control.    
Modern mining began in the San Juan Mountains nearly 150 years ago. Reclamation plans for active mines
have been required for 40 years, and remediation of abandoned and inactive historic mines has been ongoing
for over 25 years. Much has been learned and changes have occurred. Now is a good time to identify what
those changes are or could be, and consider different approaches towards mining and reclamation.      

The San Juan Mining and Reclamation Conference 
Our previous conferences have focused on projects such as characterizing a watershed or remediating a mine
site. Here was a site-specific problem; this was our plan to address it; here is how the implementation worked;
these are the results of our efforts. We learn from each other through these case studies, but this year we are
planning a different approach. The conference will be an opportunity to step back and look at the bigger picture
of mining and reclamation activities in the San Juan Mountains.  We will discuss the changes that are occurring
or should occur in: 

Setting Overall Cleanup Goals for Watersheds
Voluntary Versus Regulatory Approaches for Mine Remediation
New Funding and Partnership Opportunities 
Mining While Minimizing Environmental Impacts 

The Innovation Expo 
The first Innovation Expo took place in August of 2017, and was attended by 75 participants representing
delegates from Colorado, Washington, Utah, Oregon, and Norway.  The Expo grew and included businesses,
mining industry, consultants, community members, scientists, engineers, start-ups, venture capital,
accelerators, and local, regional, state and federal agencies. This year’s event will highlight changes
and innovations with a focus on technological development and business opportunities to bring those
innovations to market. Technological areas will include:   

New Methods for Monitoring, Remote Sensing, and Modeling    
Innovative Treatment of Mine Drainage and Mine Waste   
Source Prevention of Acid Generation and In-Situ Treatment    
Developing Valuable Products from Mine Water or Waste Material 

While other conferences or expos may be larger, this event is intentionally targeting pioneers, early adopters,
and those on the leading edge of technology and innovation to a targeted conversation to advance innovation in
remediation.  

Thank you,
The Conference Committee and Partners



More About Silverton
 

Elevation: 9, 318 feet
Population: 630 
Known for: Being a little mining town with a big heart

 
Located in the heart of the San Juan Mountains, Silverton, Colorado is a year-round paradise for residents and
visitors alike. The reasons thousands of visitors come to San Juan County is the same reason businesses are
grown here. Businesses cite the incredible mountain setting, available commercial real estate, exceptional
schools, untapped broadband, and quality of life as major factors for choosing Silverton and San Juan County. 
 
Silverton is the only incorporated town in San Juan County and boasts of being the least populated-municipality
in Colorado. Silverton was established in 1874 as a mining camp, when lode gold was found near by. In 1882,
when the Denver and Rio Grand Railroad reached Silverton from Durango, large quantities of ore were shipped
to the smelter in Durango. With the dedication of the “Million Dollar Highway” in July 1924, the transportation of
gold, silver, lead, copper, and zinc moved from the narrow gauge train to Highway 550, which connects
Silverton to Montrose and Durango. Beginning in the late 1950s, the rail line began to carry tourists to enjoy the
spectacular scenery and the area’s natural and cultural heritage. More than 200,000 summer train visitors each
year are now supplemented by more than 500,000 travelers—100,000 of whom stay the night—who come to
Silverton along the Highway 550, the San Juan Scenic Skyway, for rest, relaxation, shopping, and recreation.
Silverton is now a favorite destination for train fans, history buffs, skiers and outdoor enthusiasts. 
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Activities & Receptions
 
WELCOME RECEPTION & STUDENT POSTER SESSION
September 24th 4:30-6:45PM
Welcoming old friends and getting to know new faces better. Use this as an opportunity to mingle and snack on
delicious appetizers by the Bent Elbow, beers from Steamworks, and a selection of wine. Our sponsors will be
tabling and available to answer your questions. New this year is the student challenge, and we announce the
winners of this year's student challenge scholarships. Additionally, Jade Robbins and J.R. Cook will perform.
Jade and Cook have performed all over the Western Slope including the Telluride Ride Festival. This reception
is at the Kendall Mountain Community Center, 1 Kendall Place, immediately following the conference.
 
LIGHTNING TALK!
5 Ideas, 5 minutes, 5 Solutions
September 25th 5:30-6:30PM
The Innovation Expo and StartUp Colorado is sponsoring this Lightning Talk. Come listen to five pitches that
have been selected to offer their pitch and their solution in 5 minutes. See what they have to say and continue
the conversation at the reception to follow. These talks are at the Wyman Hotel, 1371 Greene Street.
 
MINE NEXT DOOR RECEPTION
September 25th 6:30-7:30PM
Join us for some delicious appetizers before the Mine Next Door film showing later that evening. Talk to tour
attendees about their adventures that day, continue conversations from the conference, and talk about what
you look forward to at the expo on Thursday. This reception is at the Wyman Hotel, 1371 Greene Street.
*Two drink tickets are included with your purchase to either the conference or the expo.
 
THE MINE NEXT DOOR FILM SHOWING
September 25th 8:00-9:30PM
The Idarado Mine is a huge part of Telluride’s rich history. Learn about the fascinating history of Idarado and its
ongoing role in responsible environmental management and historic preservation during the premiere of a
short film produced by Brett Schreckengost. There will be a short Q&A after the film. This event is open to the
public and is at the Silverton Town Hall, 1360 Greene Street.
 
 
 



Speaker Abstracts & Bios 
 

SAN JUAN MINING & RECLAMATION CONFERENCE
Tuesday, September 24th 

 
KEYNOTE  
             
Steven Cook, Deputy Assistant Administrator (DAA) for the Office of Land and Emergency
Management, Environmental Protection Agency Steven Cook joined the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) in February 2018 as the Deputy Assistant Administrator (DAA) for the Office of Land and
Emergency Management. In addition to his DAA responsibilities, Steven became Chair of the Superfund Task
Force in May 2018. Prior to coming to EPA, he was in-house counsel at LyondellBasell, a large, multi-national
chemical and refining company where he oversaw the health, safety, environmental and security legal work on
a global basis. As an adjunct professor, Steven has taught courses at the University of Houston Law Center
covering the Clean Air Act, enforcement, and the intersection of environmental and bankruptcy law.  Steven’s
educational background includes a B.S. degree in chemical engineering from Brigham Young University (BYU)
and later a J.D. from the J. Reuben Clark Law School at BYU. In addition, he also obtained a Master of
Business Administration from the University of Texas – Austin.
 
SESSION 2    
         
Jason Willis, P.E., Colorado Abandoned Mine Lands (AML) Program Manager Trout Unlimited Inc.
Jason B. Willis, P.E. is the Colorado Abandoned Mine Land (AML) Program Manager for Trout Unlimited based
in Salida, Colorado. He has received a B.S. in Plastics Engineering Technology from Penn State Behrend and
an M.S. in Civil and Environmental Engineering from the University of
Pittsburgh.  Prior to coming to Trout Unlimited, Jason worked for 4 years at various engineering firms in the
disciplines of structural, geotechnical, environmental, and civil engineering. He began working as a contractor
for Trout Unlimited in 2011 for nine months on the Kerber Creek Restoration project in
Colorado.  Jason was brought on full-time to Trout Unlimited in October 2012, and focuses on restoration of
mining impacted areas, in-stream enhancement, soil and water chemistry, project
management and oversight, stream channel morphology, and river dynamics. He is currently a registered
Professional Engineer with the State of Colorado and can be reached at jwillis@tu.org.
 
Abstract: A multitude of hurdles exist in the current framework for Good Samaritan organizations (Good Sams)
to get work done on the ground at abandoned mine land (AML) sites.  A main part of these efforts involves
navigating CERCLA, its intricacies, and how it is used differently by various federal agencies.  The level of
liability risk varies between sites, and things become even more complicated when there is water present at a
site.  Different methods of liability protection are out there for Good Sams, but those also depend on lead
agency, and ownership, and project scope.  Although the Gold King Mine spill shined a spotlight on the need
for more AML cleanups, it simultaneously complicated the former process by casting liability risk and citizen
suits to the forefront. Coupled with the inconsistencies of what administrative tool to use depending
 
 



on the agency orunder, Good Sams have a controlled chaos of legalese to wade through. This process does
not lend itself to streamlining work or being user friendly to a non-profit or Good Sam trying to perform a
cleanup. Guidance from the EPA has been issued as recently as 2012 to outline Good Sam tools that can be
implemented at private mine sites.  The goal of this presentation will be to evaluate Good Sam tools, as well as
other CERCLA mechanisms commonly used by federal land managers. The overview will specifically focus on
highlighting which liability protections Good Sam organizations should consider
before taking on an AML cleanup.
          
Peter Butler, Coordinator Animas River Stakeholders Group 
Peter Butler, Ph.D. has worked with the Animas River Stakeholders Group (ARSG) since its inception in 1994
on water quality and mine remediation in the Animas Basin. He is one of the co-authors of the Animas River
Use Attainability Analysis which recommended water quality standards in 2001 for the upper Animas Basin,
standards which for the most part are still in place today. He served on the Colorado Water Quality Control
Commission for nine years, three years as its chair. He is currently chair of the Bonita Peak Community
Advisory Group (Bonita Peak CAG) for the Bonita Peak Mining District Superfund site.
 
Abstract: Many San Juan Mountain watersheds have seen a mixture of volunteer and regulatory approaches for
mine remediation projects.  In the Animas River Basin, a couple dozen projects using each type of approach
were completed before the Bonita Peak Mining District Superfund designation in 2016. With the designation,
mine remediation efforts moved from a mostly locally-driven, volunteer basis to a federally driven, regulatory
basis making the Animas Basin a quintessential case study of different approaches towards abandoned and
inactive mine cleanup. This presentation will detail how the potential for regulatory action incentivized
cooperative, volunteer efforts, and what those efforts could and could not accomplish over twenty plus years. It
will also contrast the voluntary process with the current Superfund process in terms of goals, use of resources,
and legal implications.
 
Paul Nazaryk, Environmental Consultant/Attorney, Ramboll International
Paul Nazaryk is an environmental consultant and attorney with Ramboll in Durango, Colorado with experience
in environmental permitting and remediation including projects conducted under Superfund. His experience
includes working for BHP Billiton, the Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment, the U.S. Water
Resources Council, and several environmental consulting firms. He earned his J.D. from the University of
Denver and a master degree from Colorado State University.
 
Anthony Edwards, Partner/Attorney, Sholler Edwards
Anthony Edwards, is a partner with Sholler Edwards, LLC in Silverton, Colorado. His practice focuses on real
estate transactions, environmental law, and natural resources matters. Prior to law school, Mr. Edwards worked
with the New Mexico Environment Department (NMED). He holds a Master of Water Resources degree from
the University of New Mexico with an emphasis in Environmental Policy.  He was awarded the Dean’s Award at
the University of New Mexico School of Law upon graduation.
 
 
 
 



Stan Dempsey, President, Colorado Mining Association
Stan Dempsey, Jr. is the President of the Colorado Mining Association, a trade association whose membership
includes 215 companies, is composed of both small and large enterprises engaged in the exploration for,
production and refining of, metals, coal, oil shale, and industrial minerals; firms that manufacture and distribute
mining and mineral processing equipment and supplies; and other institutions providing services and supplies
to the mineral industry. CMA, headquartered in Denver, serves as a spokesman for the mining industry in
Colorado. Prior to joining CMA, Stan served as President of the Colorado Petroleum Association (CPA), the
Colorado successor to the Rocky Mountain Oil and Gas Association. Stan was the Director of Governmental
Affairs for the Colorado Association of Commerce and Industry (CACI). As a lobbyist for CACI, Stan
represented the Association on all business issues, and specialized in environmental and educational issues
before the Colorado General Assembly and regulatory agencies. Stan is an active community volunteer, having
served on the Board of Directors of the Jefferson Economic Council, Applewood Property
Owners Association and the Jefferson Foundation.
 
John L. Watson, Attorney, Spencer Fane
John L. Watson is a graduate of Colorado State University and the University of Denver law school, A native of
Colorado, John has practiced in Colorado as a defense trial lawyer for 44 years. As an attorney with the
national law firm of Spencer Fane, he represents clients before local, state, and federal regulatory agencies,
and in state and federal courts throughout the country. He has tried dozens of cases to verdict. With a specialty
in natural resources and environmental law, he has represented clients in public land and natural resources
law, mining, oil and gas, wildlife, toxic tort, Superfund, occupational safety and health, and air, water and waste
environmental cases. He has served as adjunct faculty teaching at the University of Denver law school and the
Colorado School of Mines. He has written several articles on trial tactics, natural resources law, OSHA
regulation, and environmental regulatory programs. For the last 16 years, he has served as a member of the
trial tactics faculty at the Boulder-based National Institute for Trial Advocacy.  NITA is recognized as the
premier institute for the training of trial lawyers in the country.
 
Abstract: The federal Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation and Liability Act (Superfund)
was signed into law on December 11, 1980. It was initially enacted to respond from threats  associated with
hazardous waste landfills and chemicals sites, like Love Canal in upstate New York and the Valley of the
Drums in Kentucky. It also has been used to clean-up abandoned mining and milling sites in the Western
United States. Superfund was initially funded through a tax on the petroleum and chemical products which has
since expired.
 
 
 
 



SESSION 3
 
KEYNOTE
 
Kelly Tucker, Environmental Programs Specialist
EPA Office of Wastewater Management, Clean Water State Revolving Loan Fund Program
Kelly Tucker is a Environmental Programs Specialist from the EPA Office of Wastewater Management Clean
Water State Revolving Loan Fund (CWSRF) Program where she leads the national implementation of
theCWSRF Green Project Reserve. She works with other EPA programs to identify ways that the CWSRF can
support mutual cross-program goals. Ms. Tucker has a Master of Environmental Management from Duke
University and a Bachelor of Environmental Science from the University of Delaware. Kelly is interested in how
CWSRF can provide innovative funding mechanisms for nontraditional projects, such as habitat restoration and
green infrastructure.
 
Abstract: The Clean Water State Revolving Fund: Flexible Funding for Abandoned Mine Remediation and
Cleanup. Acquiring funding for remediation projects can be a challenge. Grants are highly competitive, require
substantial (and expensive) match, and involve extensive reporting. Many communities, non-profit
organizations, and watershed groups have turned to other funding sources. This session is will highlight one
underutilized source – EPA’s Clean Water State Revolving Fund (CWSRF) – to raise the audience’s awareness
of the CWSRF and how it can be used to fund abandoned mine remediation and cleanup projects.
 
The Clean Water State Revolving Fund is a unique, low-cost funding mechanism for a wide variety of water
quality projects. Since its inception, the Clean Water State Revolving Fund program has provided over $130
billion to water quality projects nationwide. While the CWSRF has traditionally funded publicly-owned treatment
works, it can also fund many nontraditional projects such as land acquisition, green infrastructure, and
abandoned mine remediation. This presentation will provide an overview of the CWSRF program and eligible
project types. It will highlight several municipalities and/or organizations that have received CWSRF funding for
mine remediation projects and discuss how they obtained or brokered CWSRF loans or grants. The
presentation will identify common challenges and how they can be overcome, as well as innovative sources of
loan repayment.
 
Tahne Corcutt, Founder, Beer2Clear Initiative
As a Colorado native driven by a passion to address water quality impacts from abandoned mines, Tahne
founded Beer2Clear in 2019. With over a decade of consulting experience managing a diverse array of water
quality projects in all 50 states, she has worked to offer financial, economic, and management counsel to clients
in the federal government, state agencies, state and national trade associations and corporations. She is a
subject matter expert in the administration of the Clean Water and Drinking Water State Revolving Funds as
well as water infrastructure management, triple bottom line economic analysis of infrastructure benefits,
integrated water resource management and pollution prevention, environmental policy, outreach and education, 



conservation initiatives, watershed restoration, and innovative financing solutions for nonpoint source projects. 
She holds a Master of Science degree in Environmental Management from the University of Maryland and
currently resides in Ridgway, Colorado.
 
Abstract: The Beer2Clear® Initiative is undertaking a proof-of-concept pilot project to address the water quality
impacts associated with acid mine drainage (AMD) using a passive mitigation treatment method that will a
create beneficial use for spent brewers grain (SBG), as well as create a new market for this product, while
restoring the overall health of the watershed in a sustainable and cost-effective manner. This proof-of-concept
pilotproject in conjunction with the right watershed financing partnership (WFP) could be the catalyst to
generating new project financing opportunities for AMD remediation projects in the San Juan Region and
beyond.
 
The Beer2Clear Initiative seeks to establish partnerships between local watershed groups, political
subdivisions, or other non-profit groups to help raise funds to help pay for AMD restoration projects each fiscal
year.  If successful, Beer2Clear will be capable of providing unique access to larger pots of project financing
assistance that are not reliant on federal appropriations. It may also represent an innovative repayment source
to robustly capitalized programs like the Clean Water State Revolving Fund. The most successful WFPs must
harness participation from political subdivisions and private enterprise alike to maximize financial assistance
opportunities. Not only does this initiative have the potential to provide an innovative solution to Colorado’s
most ubiquitous water quality impairment source, but it also reduces the environmental and financial costs
associated with managing this waste stream. This represents a unique opportunity to lead a national innovative
effort to address this important issue.
 
Luke Danielson, Executive Director, Western Alliance for Restoration Management (WARM)
Luke Danielson is an attorney, professor, researcher and consultant on minerals policy, national development
strategies, and environmental and social performance in the mining and oil and gas industries. He served two
terms on the Colorado Mined Land Reclamation Board. He is known for his work both on international and
national levels on minerals policies, and has worked with over a dozen governments, including Mozambique,
Chile, Mongolia, Ecuador, Romania, Peru, and the Peoples Republic of China. He was a 2015 inductee into the
International Mining Technology Hall of Fame for his contributions to Environmental Management and
Stewardship. Mr. Danielson was also the founding Director of the Mining Policy Research Initiative, a project of
the International Development Research Centre, which entailed supporting and conducting research on the
social, economic and environmental impacts of mining investment in the 23 countries of Latin America and the
Caribbean. 
 
Abstract: The Western Alliance for Restoration Management (WARM) is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit dedicated to
building the future workforce in mine reclamation. Formed in collaboration between Western Colorado
University, Colorado School of Mines, and Fort Lewis College, WARM provides students with on-the-ground,
real-world experience in site assessment, monitoring, and stakeholder engagement. The goal is for students to
hone valuable job skills while building collaborative relationships to complete reclamation projects. WARM is
governed by a board 
 



of directors that come from institutions of higher education as well as industry. An advisory board composed of
technical experts from diverse fields guide the students through project work. Whatever their background, all of
our board members share experience in and passion for the challenge of cleaning up abandoned mine sites.
 
Our most recent project led to the completion of an initial site assessment at the Ben Butler Mine. Western
Colorado University master degree candidates wrote a geochemical analysis plan for the site, implemented the
first round of characterization and analysis, and drafted a preliminary remediation plan to be implemented in
coming years. This project provided over $10,000 in labor at no expense to the land owner. Through the
continuation of our current work and the development of our organization, the foundations have been laid
forWARM to facilitate future student projects dealing with the global issue of abandoned mine cleanup.
 
Joseph G. Harrington, MineWater LLC
After initial testing at the J.R. Simplot fertilizer complex in Pocatello Idaho, Joseph Harrington was awarded 6
US patents and related patents in 23 countries for in situ metals immobilization technologies in underground
mines, pit lakes and groundwater impacted by mine wastes. Joe founded Green World Science in 1997 and
commercialized these technologies, while completing technology licensing agreements with Arcadis, ALM
Group, Alexco, Kennecott, Kinross, Phelps Dodge, Newmont and numerous other companies. Joesph
completed undergraduate and post graduate training at the University of Idaho in microbiology, metallurgy and
chemistry. He has served on numerous boards and as an advisor to the boards of Energy Metals Corp, Golden
Predator, Till Capital, and enCore Energy. Joseph designed the treat plant for the Gold King Mine in 30 hours,
and hasn’t slept since.
 
 
 
 



SILVERTON INNOVATION EXPO
Thursday,  September 26th

 
KEYNOTE
 
Dan Ramey, Director – Environmental Technology and Life Cycle Group, Freeport-McMoRan, Inc.
Dan Ramey has been involved in many aspects of the mining industry since 1980.  He has evaluated and
developed mining projects and operated mines around the globe in energy minerals, base and precious metals,
and industrial minerals. He currently works with Freeport-McMoRan Inc. as director of the Environmental
Technology and Life Cycle Groups (ET-LCAT). The mission of the ET-LCAT is to identify, evaluate, develop
and deploy emerged and emerging technology to manage corporate environmental liability, change liabilities
into assets, and monetize non-core assets. Freeport-McMoRan Inc. (FCX) is a natural resources company with
headquarters in Phoenix, Arizona. FCX operates large, long-lived, geographically diverse assets with significant
proven and probable reserves of copper, gold, and molybdenum. FCX is the world’s largest publicly traded
copper producer, the world’s largest producer of molybdenum, and a significant gold producer.
 
Abstract: Transforming Liabilities Into Assets. Key aspects of managing liabilities for a mining company
incorporate liability prevention, mitigation, treatment and sustainability.  Proactive liability management
throughout the life-cycle of a mining project is critical to the successful transformation of liabilities into
assets. Too often liability management is focused on and guided by cost reduction.  This can lead to shifting
liabilities without resolving the liability.  Freeport-McMoRan endeavors to manage liabilities by seeking out
opportunities to transform liabilities into assets whenever possible.  Technology innovation is a key driver of our
business, either unilaterally, or through participation with “techno-partners”.  Our approach is to identify and
evaluate emerging or emerged technologies, demonstrate the effectiveness of the technology, and ultimately
deploy the technologies that can assist in the management of liabilities.
 
Marcie Bidwell, Executive Director of Mountain Studies Institute
Marcie serves as Executive Director and landscape ecologist for MSI. She has a Master of Landscape
Architecture from the University of Washington with a specialty in learning landscapes and community
restoration. Throughout her diverse professional experience, Marcie has worked with scientists and citizens to
manage, design, and facilitate community-based projects for the restoration of public and private lands.
 
Abstract: Standing at the Innovation Confluence will take a systems view for charting a course to accelerate
technology and solutions by combining methods from different disciplines and processes. This talk will use
different lenses and design thinking to propose a path to combine multiple goals from entrepreneurs, agencies,
communities, land and mine owners, scientists, and regulators. 
 
 
 
 
 



SESSION 2
 
Rory Cowie, PhD, Research Director, Mountain Hydrologist, Mountain Studies Institute
Rory is a subject matter expert in mountain hydrology having studied the processes of controlling hydrologic
fluxes in mountain regions and across greater earth systems. His career has been focused on understanding
surface water and groundwater interactions in natural and human altered environments. Rory is currently
working to develop targeted remediation strategies to clean up abandoned mine lands and improve water
resources in headwater regions of the American West.
 
Ryan N. Smith, Associate Professor, Fort Lewis College and Jeffrey Martz, Graduating Senior
Ryan N. Smith, PhD is currently an Associate Professor in the Physics, Engineering and Computer Engineering
Department at Fort Lewis College. Ryan's current research interests include nonlinear dynamics, control and
coordination of single and multi-robot systems, persistent and adaptive sampling of dynamic phenomena, and
navigation and localization in GPS-denied environments. He received B.S. degrees in both Mathematics and
Engineering Physics from Miami University (Oxford, OH) in 1998, the M.A. degree in Mathematics, and the PhD
in Ocean & Resources Engineering from the University of Hawai`i at Manoa in 2002 and 2008, respectively.
Ryan has held positions in the Robotics Embedded Systems Laboratory at the University of Southern
California, and the School of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science at the Queensland University of
Technology. Jeffrey Martz is a senior engineering student from Fort Lewis College focusing his efforts in robotic
research and implementation in mines and other extreme environments. While working with the GNOME Lab,
he has helped develop a robotic platform to enter the Gold King and other mines. His work with robotics has
formed his senior thesis, and he is hopeful to continue this path into the future. 
 
Abstract: The Bonita Peak Mining District in the San Juan Mountains is home to 48 historic mines, including the
Gold King Mine (GKM). Since the spill in August of 2015, there has been increased interest in exploring the
mine for installation of a concrete bulkhead to mitigate further drainage. With human entrance to the mine
limited by air quality and other potential hazards, we investigate unmanned solutions to exploration. In this talk,
we present the development and testing of a novel, unmanned, robotic platform for use in mine exploration and
data acquisition where human entry is prohibited or ill advised. The amphibious platform can maneuver over
rocks and rubble at more than a 60-degree slope. The platform carries 4 cameras and a 4-gas meter and is
capable of streaming live video footage from more than 2000 feet inside a mine environment. Further, we will
show the data processing tool chain constructed to provide a 3D reconstruction of the mine. 
 
Rob Runkel, Research Hydrologist, USGS
Rob Runkel, Ph.D is a Research Hydrologist with the U.S. Geological Survey's Colorado Water Science
Center.  Rob joined the USGS after completing his Ph.D. in Environmental Engineering in 1993 from the
University of Colorado. While at the USGS Rob has conducted numerous studies on the effects of mining on
stream water quality. Rob's specific areas of expertise include the use of tracer techniques, synoptic sampling,
and reactive transport models to characterize the loading, fate, and transport of constituents in small
watersheds. These techniques have been used to study acid mine drainage streams, hyporheic zone
processes, and nutrient dynamics in streams and rivers throughout the U.S.
 
 



Abstract: Numerous mines contribute metals to streams draining the Silverton caldera, and concentrations at
many locations exceed aquatic life standards. Various remedial actions are currently under consideration, and
cleanup goals are needed. Cleanup goals based on aquatic life standards may be cost prohibitive, given the
high concentrations that are currently observed. Further, aquatic life standards are not directly applicable to
mineralized watersheds, as these watersheds were metal rich prior to mining. As such, pre-mining
concentrations were likely in excess of aquatic life standards, and cleanup goals should be formulated in terms
of pre-mining conditions. Establishment of pre-mining conditions is notoriously difficult, as observations of pre-
mining water quality do not exist. Pre-mining concentrations must therefore be estimated, and there is no clear,
established methodology for doing so. A simulation-based approach has been used for Red Mountain Creek,
and a similar effort is underway for upper Cement Creek. Although this approach shows promise, it entails the
use of a complex geochemical model, and application at large scales may not be practical. A simplified
approach is therefore proposed in which loading profiles that reflect existing low-flow conditions are developed.
These profiles are then modified by replacing mining-affected waters with waters thought to reflect natural
background. The modified loading profiles are then used to back calculate pre-mining concentrations.
 
Santiago Montserrat Michelini, Associate Researcher, Hydraulic Civil Engineer
Advanced Mining Technology Center, Universidad de Chile
Santiago Montserrat Michelini is a Hydraulic Civil Engineer, MsC. in environmental and water resources and
PhD in Fluid Dynamics from Universidad de Chile. Since 2014 he has worked as an associate researcher at the
Advanced Mining Technology Center (AMTC), Universidad de Chile. My research is related to studying the
interplay of hydrological, hydrodynamics, sediment transport, solute transport, and geochemical process
through experiments, monitoring, and numerical modeling. In addition, we study future hydrological and water
quality scenarios due to climate change projections. This research is developed thanks to a multidisciplinary
group in AMTC.
 
Abstract: Chile has a strong mining tradition, becoming the main copper producer (~30% of the world
production) during the 1980s. Besides the positive impact on the national economy, the mining activity has
produced large amounts of waste, such as rock waste and tailings. Nowadays, the volume of tailings is
estimated as nearly 16x10^9 m^3, distributed in 745 deposits, mainly concentrated in the northern half of the
country. Many of these deposits are inactive or abandoned (i.e., they are not legally closed), and most of them
are poorly managed. On the other hand, the rise of rock waste deposits associated with increased copper
production and decreasing grades has promoted the generation of acid mine drainage. Thus, mining activity
has become a primary source of metallic pollution in various aquatic systems, even though high metals
concentrations can also be found dueto the natural leaching of porphyry-Cu systems. The occurrence of
metallic contamination in mined areas poses challenges in the context of increasing water demand and global
environmental changes. To support decision making, develop alert, mitigation and/or recovery plans and to
account for the impact of new climate projections on water quality, we present an integrated modeling approach
to simulate the transport and fate of metal pollutants in acidic rivers. In addition, we conduct a technical and
economic assessment for removing tailings deposits recovering valuable metals.
 
 



SESSION 3
 
Angela K. Frandsen, P.E., Senior Environmental Engineer, CDM Smith
Angela Frandsen is a senior environmental engineer with CDM Smith in Helena, Montana. Her work has largely
been supporting EPA on hardrock mining “megasites” throughout the western U.S., focusing on improving
water quality through source controls and water treatment approaches. In addition to recent work for EPA at
Bonita Peak, she has been involved in nearly all aspects of the CERCLA process for the various Silver Bow
Creek/Butte Area Site operable units in Montana, one of which includes the Berkeley Pit.  She served on the
Interstate Technology and Regulatory Council (ITRC) team to develop national guidance on the use of
biochemical reactors (BCRs) for treatment of mining-influenced waters. She directed field and laboratory
treatability tests at the Barker Hughesville and Upper Tenmile Creek sites in Montana; at the Blue Ledge site in
California; and at the Coeur d’Alene district in Idaho; each watershed severely impacted by discharging mines
in remote locations. Angela has an M.S. in Environmental Engineering from Montana Tech in Butte, Montana
and a B.S. in Chemical Engineering from Montana State University in Bozeman.
 
Abstract: CDM Smith completed several treatability studies evaluating the use of passive biochemical reactor
(BCR) treatment methods (anaerobic sulfate reduction process) for mining-influenced water (MIW) at remote
sites in Montana, Idaho, Oregon, and California. In addition to testing treatment effectiveness, the scope of
studies included laboratory bench/column testing and pilot-scale field testing to resolve unknowns and issues
leading to passive treatment system failure or lack of long-term efficiency, and to provide data for feasibility
studies and design. MIW types tested ranged from highly acidic and metal rich waters to more near-neutral,
lower metal, and low-sulfate waters. Studies involved evaluation of pre-treatment methods to reduce metal
loading and increase pH and alkalinity, BCR treatments, post-treatment methods to increase dissolved oxygen
and reduce nutrients, sulfate addition methods for low-sulfate MIW types, and effects of lower temperature,
increased oxygen, and increased seasonal metal loading. These studies were a step forward toward resolving
key issues for developing successful MIW treatment practices and remediating site waters, made us aware of
new problems to tackle and resolve, and expanded our current state of knowledge and experience.Lee
Josselyn, Senior Project and Colorado Office Manager, Linkan Engineering
 
Jim Gusek, Project Manager III, Linkan Engineering
Jim specializes in the design of passive treatment systems for mining influenced water. Since 1987, his work
with acid rock drainage prevention and passive water treatment systems has included about 100 projects
throughout the U.S. and internationally.  He is on the steering and mitigation committees of the Acid Drainage
Technology Initiative - Metal Mining Sector (ADTI-MMS). He is a founding member and former president of the
Denver Professional Chapter of Engineers Without Borders.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Abstract: This presentation goes into the basics of the iron terrace (a change in approach to passively treating
ARD from metal mines). Volunteer iron terrace formations associated with coal mine sites are well-documented
in the literature but relatively little has been published regarding iron terraces in metal mining terrain. Iron
terraces might be considered a subset of aerobic wetlands that appear to remove iron without
macrophytes/plants and open water surfaces.  Microbial mechanisms appear to be important. The influence of
organic carbon such as leaf litter and other natural cellulolytic material on first-order iron removal kinetics is
somewhat uncertain. Early work at understanding the mechanisms in iron terraces (aka terraced iron formations
-TIFs) in Eastern US coal mine ARD originated in West Virginia and at Penn State but iron terraces have been
studied by the USGS at metal mining sites in the western US in the Rocky Mountains (primarily in the San Juan
Basin) and by others in the Iberian pyrite belt in Spain. This presentation examines iron terraces/TIFs from a
process engineering perspective as applied to passively treating iron-bearing metal mine drainage as an
inexpensive first step in a treatment system.
 
Linda Figueroa, Professor, Colorado School of Mines
Dr. Linda Figueroa is a Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering at the Colorado School of Mines. She
earned her PhD in Civil Engineering with an Environmental Specialization from the University of Colorado,
Boulder. She is a registered Professional Engineer with more than 30 years of experience in research and
design in Civil and Environmental Engineering. Prior to joining CSM she worked in the civil infrastructure group
of DMJM and the environmental engineering group of Parsons Engineering Science. She is a Board
Certified Environmental Engineer in Water Supply and Wastewater by American Academy of Environmental
Engineers Certification Board and a Fellow of the American Society of Civil Engineering. She has expertise in
water and wastewater treatment, microbial process modeling and analysis, resource recovery, biogeochemistry
and radioactive waste management   She is an author on over 100 conference papers in the area of treatment
and remediation.
 
Abstract: Assessment of Mine Water Treatment Technology Advancements
The intent of this presentation is to articulate a framework to be used for ranking the technology readiness level
of mine water treatment technologies. The proposed framework is based on the Technology Readiness
Assessment (TRA) Guide: Best Practices for Evaluating the Readiness of Technology for Use in Acquisition
Programs and Projects (Department of Energy 2016). A mine water treatment technology readiness
assessment, proposed as MWT-TRA, needs to be a systematic, evidence-based process to evaluate the
technology maturity. A technology readiness level (TRL) concept used by the Department of Energy will be
adapted for mine water treatment. The TRL identifies the maturity of a technology at a specific time point. The
TRL helps to clarify potential concerns and serve as a basis for discussion on a pathway for risk mitigation.
 
 
 
 



Lee Josselyn, Senior Project and Colorado Office Manager, Linkan Engineering 
Lee is a  registered professional engineer with extensive experience in all phases of design, construction, and
operations for industrial water treatment systems including both passive and active treatment processes, civil
infrastructure, and environmental restoration projects. He is the lead manager for several multi-million dollar
projects including design-build facilities, plant upgrades, and operation and maintenance (O&M) services.
 
Abstract: Effective acid rock drainage (ARD) source control techniques were shown to be effective over 30
years ago, but the lack of consistent, well documented case studies and application challenges have limited its
use. Barite Hill, an EPA Superfund site, is a reclaimed open pit gold mine that continues to leach acid and trace
metals despite repeated pit lake neutralization and the capping of waste rock stockpiles. Pit lake pH is around 3
with elevated metals; iron and copper concentrations are around 1600 and 90 mg/L, respectively. The major
source of continued acid input into the pit lake appears to be the reclaimed waste rock stockpile which contains
three distinct zones consisting of unsaturated, transition, and saturated material. Proof of principle ARD source
control tests were conducted on a bulk composite waste rock sample. The waste rock exhibited a pH of about 3
and contained about 40% fine sand. Three different test protocols were developed for each of the three zones.
ARD-inhibitors assessed included sodium lauryl sulfate (SLS), milk, and alkaline amendments alone and in
combination.  The best indicator of success was the composition of the microbiological community present in
the samples at the end of the test. Treatment was successful in eliminating the acidophilic bacteria in all zones
using a variety of strategies. In general, combinations of treatments worked best: SLS/alkalinity for the
unsaturated zone, and milk/alkalinity for the transition and saturated zone.
 
Bob Hedin, President, Hedin Environmental
Bob Hedin, Ph.D. has worked with mine drainage for 30 years, applying his expertise in ecology to new
approaches. While a research scientist with the Department of Interior Bureau of Mines Bob led the team that
originally developed passive treatment technologies. In 1994, he formed Hedin Environment, a small
professional firm that specializes in mine water remediation.  We have designed and installed 85 passive
treatment systems. Hedin Environmental conducts research and development for their approaches. Hedin
Environmental initiated the resource recovery concept and are largest producer of iron oxide sourced from mine
drainage in the world. They recently developed the drainable limestone bed technology which has substantially
advanced the passive treatment of mine waters containing alumninum (Al) and manganese (Mn).
 
Abstract: The Red and Bonita Mine discharge is the 2nd largest point source of contaminated mine water to
Cement Creek. The discharge flows approximately 300 gpm, has pH 6, and is contaminated with high
concentrations ofron, zinc, and manganese. This presentation will explore the passive treatment of the
discharge using experiences from the eastern U.S. passive treatment of the discharge feasible using a mix of
limestone beds, vertical flow ponds, oxidation/settling ponds, and constructed wetlands. The function of each
technology will be explained and two possible system configurations will be presented. Cold weather
performance is an obvious concern. Methods that minimize freezing will be discussed as well as cold weather
performance of systems in the eastern U.S.  Management of sludge is a concern as a passive system would
generate ~200,000 gallons
 
 



iiron (Fe) sludge per year.  Iron sludge collected from the channel below the discharge was characterized in
2018.  The material was similar to sludge produced under similar geochemical conditions in Pennsylvania that
is being recovered and sold as pigment. The production of pigment-grade iron oxide suitable for coloring local
cement will be discussed as a means to mitigate sludge maintenance and system operational costs.
 
Karl Yost, Technical Advisor, HMR Solutions, Inc.
Karl Yost has managed or directed cleanup construction at hundreds of remedial, RCRA and Superfund sites,
and delivered water/waste treatment technologies from concept through full-scale application. Karl is an
inventor/co-inventor of technologies such as: MAECTITE and MBT treatment technologies for metals and
radionuclides; MatCon™ impermeable asphalt for environmental caps; Advanced Neutralization for AMD, and
Augmented Electrochemical Oxidation (AMEOX) for PFAS and other organic compounds. Over his career, he
was an NPDES permit compliance auditor, a certified EPA Response Manager, Director of Treatment Services
for Sevenson Environmental Services, and then the Environmental Division Manager for Granite Construction
Company in the Pacific Northwest.  He changed career focus to water treatment serving as the Director of
Treatment Services for an international water treatment company before establishing his consulting business in
2013 to provide expertise to environmental cleanup and treatment contractors. Karl graduated from Albion
College.
 
Abstract: “Enhanced MBT” is applicable to leachable metals in mine waste and is available as a manufacturing
process where material with acid generating properties and leachable metals are converted to a geotechnically
sound construction material at existing and abandoned/legacy mine sites. MBT without geotechnical
enhancement chemically limits the leachability of metals from solid mine waste when exposed to AMD and
other acidic fluids while also removing heavy metals from the contacting fluids. In its supplemental form, MBT
may be engineered to also create geotechnical physical strength characteristics without compromising the
leachability of metals when exposed to acidity, unlike other strength generating technologies such as Portland
cement, and other pozzolanic alkaline pH-based approaches. Enhanced MBT is suited for the manufacture of
various construction materials to facilitate the remediation and closure of mine sites using mine waste and
related residuals that would otherwise leach heavy metals over time, as well as generate acidity from acid
generating properties of untreated materials. Enhanced MBT manufactured products may be engineered for
use in: armoring, berms, tailing dams,  ground/surface water, avalanche diversion structures, flowing water
energy dispersion features, roads/work pads, adit/tunnel seals, slope stabilization, and block/other barriers,
among other applications. Presented data will include results for leachability, freeze-thaw, wet-dry, UCS, and
other parameters.
 



Student Challenge
 
This year, we are offering a scholarship fund awarded to the top three student poster presentations at the 2019
combined San Juan Mining & Reclamation Conference and Silverton Innovation Expo. Posters will demonstrate
innovative solutions to reclamation through integrated research, collaborative partnerships, or sustainable
market opportunities. Posters will be judged on scientific merit, significance to the field, and visual appeal. 
 
STUDENT BIOS
 
Tanya Petach, PhD Student, University of Colorado at Boulder
Tanya is a PhD student at the University of Colorado at Boulder. Over the past decade, it has been posited that
climate change is increasing the severity of acid rock drainage. Understanding the natural progression of a
watershed is critical in setting baseline remediation goals in mine drainage attenuation. This study examines 30
watersheds across Colorado to assess the impacts climate change may be having in acid rock drainage
impaired waters. Despite previous evidence that acid rock drainage is increasingly severe due to climate
change, this study indicates that such effects may be local. No statewide trends in worsening acid rock
drainage have been correlated with changing climate parameters thus far. This study is ongoing.
 
Beth Hoagland, Post Doctoral Fellow, Colorado School of Mines
Beth Hoagland, PhD is a postdoctoral research fellow in the Department of Geology and Geological
Engineering at Colorado School of Mines. She earned her PhD in Geosciences and Biogeochemistry at
Pennsylvania State University in 2018. Her work uses techniques in hydrology and biogeochemistry to quantify
and model the impacts of mining and agriculture on water quality. She also works with mining-impacted
communities in Haiti and Guyana to develop baseline water assessments and teach community members how
to use scientific tools for advocacy purposes. Currently, her research focuses on microbial and geochemical
processes that occur in streams and shallow groundwater within the Bonita Peak Mining District. 
 
ABSTRACT
The hyporheic zone (HZ) is the subsurface region lining a stream channel, where oxic stream water and sub-
oxic groundwater mix. In catchments impacted by acid mine drainage, such as the Bonita Peak Mining District
(BPMD), hyporheic zone sediments have the potential to attenuate mining- or naturally-derived metals.
However, the capacity for sediments to act as a source or sink of trace metals can rapidly change in response
to storm events. Not only do storm events influence the hydrology of the hyporheic zone, but can also influence
microbial communities by altering the geochemical conditions of streams. The quick and dynamic response of
the hyporheic zone to storm events presents a unique challenge for monitoring the fate and transport of
contaminants, particularly for redox-sensitive elements such as arsenic. This work will present preliminary
results from field methods combining high frequency water sampling and microbial characterization during
storm events for Cement Creek and Mineral Creek within the BPMD.
 



Both stream reaches that were investigated along Cement and Mineral Creeks lie within iron fens, which are
groundwater-fed wetlands characterized by waters with pH < 5 and a rare distribution of species. Thus, the
presented findings may elucidate the role of iron fens in the attenuation and/or release of trace metals during
storm events, as well as inform best practices for protection of these rare ecosystems.
 
Ariel Rickel, Student, Colorado School of Mines
Ariel Rickel is a  Master’s student studying hydrology at the Colorado School of Mines. Her current project
involves characterization of the hyporheic zone at Mineral Creek near Silverton, Colorado. She previously
received her Bachelor’s degree from the same institution in Geology and Geological Engineering in 2018. She
grew up in Silicon Valley, California before moving to Colorado in 2014.
 
ABSTRACT
The area of confluence between surface water and groundwater, known as the hyporheic zone, is a natural
biogeochemical filter, acting as an important area for attenuation of pollutants and processing of geochemical
species present in rivers. Processes like metal uptake or denitrification often occur in anoxic microzones, which
are isolated pore spaces in the hyporheic zone, surrounded by otherwise oxic conditions. Here, we look to unify
electrical resistivity (ER) and an in-situ sampler to evaluate the presence and behavior of microzones. By
collecting ER data with measurements of the fluid conductivity of the water, previous work has shown that we
can differentiate between mobile and less-mobile domains in aquifers and determine the mass transfer
parameters between the two. However, these measurements are rarely truly co-located, and have differences
in support volume that make interpretation difficult. In our project, we adapt the general method for measuring
ER onto a MINIPOINT sampler to create co-located measurements at the sub-cm3 scale. We tested it at the
field site near Silverton to image the anoxic microzones in which the attenuation of arsenic could be occurring.
The effects of acid mine drainage have negatively affected the quality of the river water, discharging high
concentrations of metals into the water. We look to explore the filtration potential of anoxic microzones on
arsenic in the streambed of Mineral Creek, near the base of the Koehler and Belcher Mines.
 
Annabelle O’Neill, Student, Colorado College
Annabelle received her undergraduate degree in Geology at Colorado College in 2019. She hails from Duxbury,
MA and spent much of her childhood in the San Juans. This inspired her senior thesis in fen aqueous
geochemistry. She currently interns at Bishop-Brogden Associates and is interested in pursuing a career in
hydrogeology. 
 
ABSTRACT
Fens are wetlands that rely on perennial groundwater recharge to accumulate peat. Fen ecosystem functions
include groundwater storage, erosion control, habitat for rare plants, and the potential to filter aqueous heavy
metals (Chimner, 2010). Ophir Fen is very acidic and suffered hydrologic disturbance. This project aims to
distinguish flow paths using aqueous geochemistry and thus provide a framework for restoration of the fen.
Analysis of stable isotopes indicates that water supplied to Ophir Fen comprises approximately 75% stored
winter precipitation and 25% summer precipitation. pH and aqueous aluminum concentrations makeup three
contrasting chemical groups, suggesting there are disparate rock-water interaction histories along fluid flow
 
 



 
pathways to Ophir Fen controlled by sulfide weathering and substrate porosity. Neutral pH and negligible
aqueous aluminum concentrations in Mineral Creek indicate that limited chemical weathering occurred along
porous fluid flow pathways. Sites within Ophir Fen are more geochemically concentrated, indicating chemical
weathering occurred through a less porous substrate. Distinct fluid flow pathways within this small high
mountain catchment are complex and capable of differentially influencing aqueous geochemistry across small
areas. Determining Ophir Fen’s aqueous geochemistry aids in effective restoration planning and contributes to
regional work on acid rock drainage’s effect on downstream water quality.
 

Tours 
 
Tours will be designed to be approximately 3.5 hours so that people can participate is two of them if so desired.
Participants will be asked to take their own 4-wheel or all-wheel drive vehicles, but we will ask everyone to
consolidate into as few vehicles as possible.  
 
Morning registration will take place at 8:00AM and afternoon registration at 12:00PM both at Kendall Mountain
Recreation Center.
 
MORNING TOURS
 
AM Tour Option 1 - 8:30-12:00PM - Hydrology and Characterization Science
Join MSI’s Research Director, Rory Cowie PhD, to discuss field monitoring instruments used in monitoring of
mine drainage today. Dr. Cowie will showcase innovative technologies and challenges with instrumentation and
communications that are used in the Silverton Caldera. Draining mine adits pose a challenge with sensitive
instrumentation where environmental factors such as sludge and precipitates can affect their functionality. Due
to the backcountry environment, monitoring requires remote instruments that are connected to realtime access
via satellite and radios. Learn about these challenges and cutting edge solutions for innovative work in an
austere mountain environment.
 
The following AM tour options explore Water Quality and Historic Mine Remediation – The Three Major Basins
of the Upper Animas: Peter Butler, Ph.D. and Kirstin Brown. Each of these tours listed below will highlight water
quality and mine remediation in separate sub-basins of the Animas River – Mineral Creek, Cement Creek, and
the Animas River above Silverton.  Sites in each basin will be visited.
 
AM Tour Option 2 - 8:30-12:00PM The Animas River Tour above Silverton will travel to 12,300 ft. to visit
what was once Lake Emma in the Sunnyside Basin at the top of Eureka Gulch and see the remediation at that
site.  On the way down, there will be a stop at the Ben Franklin which was just remediated.  On the Animas
Valley, the tour will stop at the Sunnyside mill site in Eureka, the remediated KittyMac tailings and the
remediated Mayflower tailings near Silverton.  (This tour travels on rougher roads than the others, and vehicles
need good clearance.)

 



 AM Tour Option 3 – 8:30-12:00PM – The Mineral Creek Tour will stop at remediated mine sites including the
Silver Ledge, Koehler-Longfellow complex, then up to the top of Browns Gulch along a county road to 12,000 ft.
with spectacular views, and down to the Brooklyn Mine.  
 
AFTERNOON TOURS 
 
Water Quality and Historic Mine Remediation – The Three Major Basins of the Upper Animas: (Peter Butler,
Ph.D. and Kirstin Brown) Each of these tours will highlight water quality and mine remediation in separate sub-
basins of the Animas River – Mineral Creek, Cement Creek, and the Animas River above Silverton.  Sites in
each basin will be visited. 
 
PM Tour Option 1 – 1:00-4:00PM – The Cement Creek Tour will travel up to the Gladstone area, stopping at,
the Anglo-Saxon, Elk Tunnel, a big natural spring along the way.  The tour will stop across from the Gold King
water treatment plant and then proceed up to the Red & Bonita mine.  
 
Additional PM Tour Options – Not included in the $35 price for the Conference and Expo lead tours – we are
also offering tour options from Old One Hundred Underground Tour ($22 per person regular price, $18
conference/expo attendee price). *Please use coupon below 
 
 



Sponsor & Exhibitor Company Bios
 
Newmont Goldcorp 
newmontgoldcorp.com 
With more than 95 years of history in the mining industry, Newmont Goldcorp is the world's leading gold mining
company as measured by assets, prospects and talent. Through responsible mining, we believe we can create
a stronger business and value for all our stakeholders. Newmont’s purpose is to create value and improve lives
through sustainable and responsible mining. Our mission is that we transform mineral resources into shared
value for our stakeholders and lead the industry in shareholder returns, safety, social responsibility and
environmental stewardship. Our vision is that we will be recognized and respected for exceptional economic,
environmental and social performance. 
 
Heritage 
heritage-enviro.com 
Heritage Environmental Services is a privately held, family-owned business headquartered in Indianapolis with
more than 1,600 employees across North and Central America. Heritage Environmental Services provides a full
suite of tailored solutions – from emergency response, waste disposal, and sustainability services to on-site
support and technical solutions – to thousands of customers in hundreds of industries and verticals. Throughout
its 50-year history, Heritage Environmental Services has prioritized the safety of its employees while pursuing
its purpose of protecting human health and the environment. By leveraging an in-house research group to solve
customer challenges, Heritage Environmental Services offers a unique problem-solving value proposition to its
customers that stretches far beyond waste treatment. Heritage Environmental Services has a strong track
record of innovation by applying R&D and engineered solutions to large customer waste challenges, always
with a win-win partnership mentality.
 
ACZ Laboratories
acz.com
ACZ is celebrating its 40th Anniversary in 2019 and is a proud continuing sponsor of the SJMRC & Silverton
Innovation Expo. ACZ is a full-service environmental laboratory that has been providing analytical services to the
mining industry and a broad based of clients in the United States and the world since 1980. Laboratory
capabilities include inorganic, organic, and radiochemistry. We specialize in the analysis of trace contaminates
in water, soil, waste, as well plant and biota tissue. We have extensive experience in meeting the broad
analytical needs of our mining clients, from baseline permitting, to operational monitoring, through closure and
reclamation of legacy mining districts throughout the west. We also offer geochemistry services which include
static and kinetic testing for acid mine prediction. We operate in a 24,000 square foot facility, which includes a
1,000 square foot, class-100 clean room for ultra low-level metals analysis, including EPA 1631 for mercury.
Contact Tim VanWyngarden at sales@acz.com or visit our website.
 
 
 
 
 



CDM Smith
cdmsmith.com
CDM Smith provides lasting and integrated solutions in water, environment, transportation, energy and facilities
to public and private clients worldwide. As a full-service engineering and construction firm, we deliver
exceptional client service, quality results and enduring value across the entire project life cycle. We are leaders
in developing innovative solutions to resolving environmental problems across a wide variety of contaminants
and media, including those found at mining sites.
 
Colorado Division of Reclamation, Mining and Safety 
mining.state.co.us/Pages/Home.aspx 
Colorado Division of Reclamation, Mining and Safety’s mission is to protect the public, miners, and the
environment during current mining operations, restore abandoned. Mines to ensure that all mined land is
reclaimed to beneficial use. The vision of DRMS is committed to balance the need for mineral resource
production with protection of the public, environment and Colorado’s’ natural resources.
 
Deere & Ault Consultants Inc.
deereault.com
Deere & Ault Consultants Inc. is a local Colorado engineering firm specializing in water resources, civil,
geotechnical, tunnel, and mine reclamation projects.  D&A presently has 40 employees, including water
resource engineers, mining engineers, geotechnical engineers, civil engineers, engineering geologists,
geohydrologists, and mechanical engineers. D&A’s mining engineering experience comes from working not
only with mining companies, but also with parties affected by mining, entities interested in the reclaimed site,
and the mining/water resource regulators.  This multifaceted experience allows them to understand and address
the needs and concerns of all parties. Projects in the San Juan Mountain Region include Gold King, American
Tunnel, Bulldog Decline, Kohler Tunnel, Commodore 5/Nelson Tunnel, Summitville, Fuchs Reservoir, Terrace
Reservoir, and Rio Grande Reservoir.
 
Green Analytical Laboratories
greenanalytical.com
Green Analytical Laboratories is a customer service-oriented soil and water testing laboratory servicing the
environmental industries of Colorado, New Mexico, West Texas, and beyond. We serve the industries of mining
and reclamation, environmental consultants, municipal drinking water and wastewater, energy exploration and
development, discharge permit holders, private well owners, and many others with litigation quality data. At
Green Analytical Laboratories, it is our mission to be the most convenient regional environmental lab with
industry leading technical knowledge and customer service. Our responsiveness, follow-through, and attention
to detail ensure clients get the most out of their laboratory experience.
 
 
 
 



Harrison Western
harrisonwestern.com
Since our first shaft-sinking project in Leadville, Colorado in 1969, Harrison Western has been providing
underground mining development, construction, maintenance, closure, remediation, and contract mining
services.
 
Linkan
linkan.biz
Linkan provides real-world solutions to complex water management and treatment problems facing the future
and legacy of mining operations around the world. We are an industry leader in the application of advanced
water treatment technologies to meet compliance standards for metals (including arsenic, antimony, and
selenium), sulfate, and total dissolved solids now and for the future.  By viewing water treatment as part of the
mine water management process, Linkan provides flexible water treatment solutions that not only mitigate
potential water quality issues, but also offer opportunities for maximizing water use. We integrate advanced
treatment technology with natural ecosystems and/or standard methodologies to meet regulatory
standards. Linkan provides detailed water management, treatment, and source control consulting services to our
clients with the objective of minimizing costs, maximizing operability, and providing reliable water solutions for
the long term. Linkan specializes in the design, commissioning, and operation of water-related infrastructure for
mining operations. We take pride in knowing that we have the expertise to solve complex water problems and
meet tight deadlines at the same time.
 
North Wind Group
northwindgrp.com
North Wind Group companies (North Wind) are small business leaders in the environmental, engineering,
construction, and technical consulting industries. Our wide-ranging capabilities allow us to self-perform nearly
all aspects of any given work scope, providing our customers with significant cost savings.
 
Ouray Silver Mines
ouraysilvermines.com
Aurcana Corporation, a mining operations company, acquired Ouray Silver Mines (OSM) in December 2018.
 OSM owns 100% of the historic Revenue-Virginius mine and mining complex (“RV Mine”). With roots back to
the mid-1800's, the RV Mine has produced over 26 million ounces of silver over its long history - most recently
in 2015 - along with by-products of lead, zinc and gold.
 
Triton Environmental
tritionenviro.com
Triton Environmental is dedicated to providing educated solutions for your environmental concerns. We are
your one stop, full-service distributor for all erosion/sediment control, fertilizer, amendment, geotextile, geogrid
and containment needs. Founded in 2010, Triton Environmental’s team has been working with project
managers, engineers, municipalities and corporations to deliver innovative solutions for their environmental
projects. Triton is not only on hand for consultation to make sure our clients use the best products for their 



specific projects, but also the best methods for installing our products on a specific construction site, be it
transportation, housing, mining or energy development.
 
Wood plc
woodplc.com
Wood is a global leader in the delivery of project, engineering and technical services in energy, industry, and
the built environment. We operate in more than 60 countries, employing around 60,000 people, with revenues
of around $11 billion. For over 60 years, we have been trusted to deliver some of the world’s most logistically
and technically challenging mining projects. We add value from concept through closure across a diverse range
of commodities with capabilities that support mines of the future.
 
EXHIBITOR COMPANY BIOS 
 
The Colorado Mining Association
coloradomining.org
The Colorado Mining Association (CMA) is the oldest and one of the most effective mining trade associations in
the United States. Founded in 1876, CMA celebrates more than a century of service to the mineral resource
industry in Colorado and throughout the region. As a voice of mining, CMA promotes the mining industry's
interests before governmental agencies and the general public. CMA further works to provide opportunities for
professional growth and business development for its members.
 
Fort Lewis College
fortlewis.edu
As the Four Corners’ stronghold of academic excellence, Fort Lewis College blends small class sizes, an
engaged faculty, and unparalleled research opportunities to help students earn college degrees and ultimately
chase dreams. This contribution was made possible by the Four Corners Water Resources Center, Department
of Geosciences, Department of Physics and Engineering, Environmental Studies Program, School of Business
Administration
 
Interpretive Design, LLC
Interpretive Design, LLC was founded in 1999 Mark and partner Krista Harris worked as the primary interpretive
writer and graphic artists for Interpretive Design LLC. During this time they produced both interior and exterior,
digital interpretive products in a variety of mediums including fiberglass embedment, digital fiberglass, high
pressure laminate, porcelain enamel, and poster print. Interpretive Design LLC develops high quality
interpretive products that can stand the test of time. Mark Franklin - Interpretive Specialist (writer & interpretive
planner). Mark has over twenty years of experience working as an interpreter for the San Juan National Forest,
and the Chugach National Forest (manager of the Begich-Boggs Visitor Center in Portage, Alaska), North
Cascades National Park, and Bryce Canyon National Park. Mark has a degree in Biology and Anthropology
from the University of New Mexico.
 
 



In-Situ Inc.
www.in-situ.com
In-Situ Inc. designs, manufactures, sells and rents water level, water quality and flow monitoring instrumentation
for groundwater, surface water, and coastal waters. Known for innovating top-quality water monitoring
equipment, they also provide a full-solution for decision-quality data via easy integration with telemetry and
data services. For 40 years, In-Situ products have provided accurate results and reliable operation in harsh
monitoring conditions. Applications include aquifer characterization, mining, oil/gas, remediation, aquaculture,
and more.     In-Situ offers world-class technical support 24/7 through a global network of regional offices and
distributors, and is headquartered in Fort Collins, Colorado, USA. 
Please visit in-situ.com or call 1-800-446-7488.
 
Ruth Powell Hutchins Water Center | Colorado Mesa University
www.coloradomesa.edu/water-center/index.html
The Mission of the Hutchins Water Center at Colorado Mesa University is to perform and facilitate
interdisciplinary and collaborative research, education, outreach, and dialogue to address the water issues
facing the Upper Colorado River Basin. It was founded in 2011, and hosts an Upper Colorado River Basin
Water Forum each November.
 
Vaulted 
Vaultedapp.com
Vaulted is an online mobile web app for investing in allocated and deliverable physical gold. Buying and
securing gold has never been more simple, affordable, or transparent. The easy-to-use web-based app gives
you full control over securing your financial future. Vaulted users have a personal advisor assigned, providing
an optional partner for technical support, answers to general questions, or determining the timing and details of
a purchase. Vaulted’s advisors have on average over 20 years of experience managing precious metals
portfolios.
 
 



Host Bios
 
 
Peter Butler, PhD, Coordinator  Animas River Stakeholders Group 
Peter Butler, Ph.D. has worked with the Animas River Stakeholders Group (ARSG) since its inception in 1994
on water quality and mine remediation in the Animas Basin.  He is one of the co-authors of the Animas River
Use Attainability Analysis which recommended water quality standards in 2001 for the upper Animas Basin,
standards which for the most part are still in place today.  Peter's full bio is available in the Speaker section.  
 
Tahne Corcutt, Founder, Beer2Clear Initiative and Uncompahgre Watershed Partnership
A Colorado native driven by a passion to address water quality impacts from abandoned mines, Tahne founded
Beer2Clear in 2019. Managing a diverse array of water quality projects in all 50 states, she has worked to offer
financial, economic, and management counsel to clients in the federal government, state agencies, state and
national trade associations and corporations.  Tahne's full bio is listed in the Speaker section.  
 
Michelle Furi, Deputy Director of Operations, Mountain Studies Institute
Michelle has years of experience navigating government, policy, organizational management and community
development. Michelle studied archaeology and cultural resources of the southwest at the University of New
Mexico and natural resources management at Adams State University. Michelle has been part of  local
government staffs in the San Luis Valley and in Silverton, Colorado. She also became a nationally registered
emergency medical technician (NREMT -B-IV). 
 
Ashley Bembenek, Technical Scientist, Uncompaghre Waterhshed Partnership
She is the principal scientist and owner of Alpine Environmental Consultants, a firm that specializes is
watershed planning. Ashley graduated with honors from Montana State University with a degree in
environmental science that focused on soil and water. She has 13 years professional experience and has
worked in western Colorado for the past eight years to help organizations understand water quality and
prioritize projects to improve water quality and watershed health. Ashley loves to ski, mountain bike, climb, and
is currently learning to kayak.
 




